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PERFORMANCE NOTES

   The conceptual departure point of the piece is the deconstruction of a trill. This is carried out by several means, mainly through a gradual zoom into
the trill (written slow motion) and through the confrontation between a recorded version of this deconstruction and a live performance of it, giving a
result where the microvariations emerging from the friction between the two “versions” and from the zooming into the trill arise from the background
into the foreground.
   A very high rhythmical precision and intonation control are necessary for the performing of the piece. Circular breathing is also necessary in order to
keep the corresponding long sounds along the piece (always between 15 and 60 seconds).
   In the score are notated both the recorded an the live versions (s. notation). The recorded version obviously has to be made before or be ordered from
the composer (alberto@albertobernal.net). The recorded version has to be played through a stereo speaker system from the front of the stage, more
loudspeakers can be used just in order to be dynamically as loud as the live version, but always avoiding any kind of spatial situation. The live version
can be amplified as well if necessary.

Notation:
   
The first line of the score indicates the main pitches of both live (stems up) and recorded (stems down) versions. Every pitch change has to
be executed legato; breathings are only possible in the indicated silences. In new systems, if nothing indicated, the preceding pitch remains.
   The second line indicates the microintervallic variations of the main pitches of the first line. Depending on the “clefs”, these can be a
sixteenth tone between lines       , an eight tone       , a quarter tone        , or a half tone  

   The inferior spaces indicate the dynamics, first of the live instrument and at the bottom the recorded flute. The dynamic changes have to be executed
suddenly and mantained until the next indication.
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